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About the Lamon Hotel

This beautiful hotel is a family-run establishment and offers a friendly ambience and a homely, relaxing atmosphere.

 

Lamon Hotel is located only a few steps from the fine sandy beach of Plakias and a 5-minute walk from the village, which offers a fantastic selection of shops, bars and taverns. It is an ideal base for exploring the region's cultural and natural environment.

 

The name of our hotel has been taken from an ancient village that was discovered close to the hotel's location. All rooms in the hotel have a magnificent view over the Bay of Plakias, the mountains, the hotel garden or the swimming pool area.

 

Read More




                    

                

            

        





        
            
                
                    
                        
Excellent Accommodation

Familiar, traditional hotel at the centre of Plakias, it took its name from some archaeological findings which were discovered from the owner of the hotel. The archaeologists esteemed that it’s about bathrooms of the Minoans age, one of the 147 ancient villages of Crete, the “LAMON”. The Lamon Hotel consists of 27 rooms-all types-singles, doubles, triples, studios & apartments particular designed to cover your personal requirements.

 

Among the Lamon hotel facilities one finds a breakfast area, an outdoor swimming pool, WiFi, TV, free private parking, and more!

 

Read More
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Idyllic Location on Crete

It is a special place, Crete, which similar you can't find wherever in Greece. Everything in Crete is generous because nature endow mended it with largess: Tall, proud mountains, deep, quite fresh gorges, uncanny caves, prolific ground, rich sprouting, steep coasts, calm beaches, seas wilds and calms. An Island of contrast, Crete: So old but so modern. So traditional but so pioneer! So inured but so eccentric. So official and so unsophisticated.

 

But above all, so hospitable and humane that there is no way that you will not understand it from the first time you will be there.

 

Read More




                    

                

            

        








    


    
        
            
                Contact Us

	Lamon Hotel,
Plakias 1,
Finikas 74060,
Greece
	Phone: +30 28320 31425
	Email: info@hotel-lamon.com
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